Emergency Management and Disaster Science

EADP/Emergency Admin & Planning

EADP 2020 DISASTERS IN FILM
001 (17275) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV Siebeneck L
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER.

EADP 3010 INTRO TO EMER MGMT
001 (12015) CRE 3.0 INET Schumann R
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
900 (14568) CRE 3.0 INET Wu H
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
901 (14569) CRE 3.0 INET Wu H
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

EADP 3020 PRACTICAL METHODS
001 (14881) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV Zavar E
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER.

EADP 3035 HAZ MIT & PREPAREDNESS
001 (11996) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV Siebeneck L
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER.

EADP 3045 DISASTER RESPS & RECOV
001 (11870) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV Nelan M
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER.

EADP 3055 EOC DESIGN & OP
001 (12105) CRE 3.0 W 02:00 pm-04:50 pm REMOTE DLV Timmons R
Course offered 100% remote. No on-site meetings. Instructions for participating in class meetings via Zoom will be provided in Canvas prior to the first day of class.

EADP 4000 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
001 (12019) CRE 3.0 REMOTE DLV McCormick K
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER.

EADP 4050 SOCIAL VULNERABILITY
001 (12297) CRE 3.0 R 02:00 pm-04:50 pm CHIL 240 Schumann R
Instruction delivered remote and on site. (remote 51% or less)
Course delivered remote and on site. Required on-campus activities will be held on Thursdays 2:00-4:50pm in Chilton Hall 240; specific dates for these required sessions and set times for online participation will be announced in Canvas during the first two weeks of the semester.

EADP 4065 DISASTER EX DESGN
EADP 4080  CAPSTONE COURSE

EADP 4090  TERRORISM & EMER MGMT

EADP 4800  EADP INTERNSHIP PREP

EADP 4810  EADP INTERNSHIP

EMDS/Emergency Mgmt & Disaster Sci

EMDS 5010  EMER MGT THEORY & PRAC

EMDS 5110  DISTR RESRCH METH

EMDS 5615  ENVIR PLAN & HAZARDS

EMDS 5800  EMDS SEMINAR
Course Topic: RISK, HAZARD ADJUST & MEASURES
COURSE DELIVERED REMOTE AND ON SITE. REQUIRED ON-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAYS 6:00-8:50PM IN CHILTON HALL 274; SPECIFIC DATES FOR THESE SESSIONS WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF THE SEMESTER.
DOCTORAL STUDENTS ENROLL IN EMDS 6800.001.

EMDS 5950    THESIS HOURS
001 (16237) CRE V    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Nelan M
002 (16306) CRE V    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Zavar E
003 (16307) CRE V    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Siebeneck L
004 (16537) CRE V    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Webb G
005 (18219) CRE V    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Schumann R

EMDS 5960    DIRECTED READING
001 (16113) CRE 3.0    RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. Webb G

EMDS 6615    ENVIR PLANNG & HAZARDS
001 (17279) CRE 3.0    REMOTE DLV Zavar E
EMDS M.S. STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 5615.001.
COURSE OFFERED REMOTE. NO ON-SITE MEETINGS. THERE MAY BE SET TIMES FOR ONLINE PARTICIPATION ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER

EMDS 6800    EMDS SEMINAR
001 (14566) CRE 3.0    REMOTE DLV Wu H
EMDS M.S. STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 5800.001.
COURSE DELIVERED REMOTE AND ON SITE. REQUIRED ON-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES WILL BE HELD ON THURSDAYS 6:00-8:50PM IN CHILTON HALL 274; SPECIFIC DATES FOR THESE SESSIONS WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN CANVAS DURING THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF THE SEMESTER.

002 (15567) CRE 3.0    REMOTE DLV Webb G
Course Topic: EMERG MGMT THEORY & PRAC
EMDS M.S. STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 5010.001.

003 (14564) CRE 3.0    CHIL 240 Nelan M
Course Topic: DISASTER RESEARCH METHODS
EMDS M.S. STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 5110.001.
COURSE DELIVERED REMOTE AND ON SITE. SOME REQUIRED ON-CAMPUS ASSIGNMENTS AND EXERCISES TO Be HELD IN CH 240 DURING REGULARLY SCHEDULED CLASS HOURS. INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARTICIPATING IN CLASS MEETINGS VIA ZOOM AND SPECIFIC DATES FOR ON-CAMPUS SESSIONS WILL BE PROVIDED IN CANVAS PRIOR TO THE FIRST CLASS MEETING. MS STUDENTS ENROLL IN EMDS 5110.001.
Also meets: M 06:00 pm-08:50 pm PARTLREMOT  8/24/20-12/11/20